Kia optima 2011

From anonymous also-ran to eye-catching class leader, the Kia Optima is a must-drive family
sedan. Today on Extreme Makeover: Automotive Edition is a homely Korean midsize sedan best
known for, well, nothing at all. Previously, the Optima has been so nondescript in both styling
and attitude that you would have thought Kia designed it specifically for rental fleets or maybe
even the witness protection program. But thanks to an extreme makeover, the Kia Optima has
emerged from its anonymous cocoon to be a striking butterfly of a family sedan. With sleek
styling, substantial power and plenty of value, the latest Optima is an instant standout among
its many rivals. The redesigned Optima is based on the same platform used for the equally
made-over Hyundai Sonata. While Kia tuned the suspension and steering to its own sportier
specification, the Sonata's engines have carried over into the Optima virtually unchanged.
That's just fine by us, as it's an all-star cast. The horsepower four-cylinder achieves an
estimated 34 mpg on the highway while the hp turbo-4 incredibly gets the same highway figure.
Unless you've read up on the Optima and Sonata relationship, you probably wouldn't suspect
the two are related. Each car's design both exterior and interior is unique, with the Kia taking a
more premium, European look. And when you take a look around the Optima's interior, you'll
find yourself thinking you're in a more expensive car. Despite this extreme makeover, the Kia
Optima has maintained the previous Optima's lengthy warranty and strong value. The Optima
packs in a ton of features for a price that undercuts most competitors, while offering things that
others do not such as ventilated front seats, heated rear seats and a heated steering wheel. All
together, the Optima has been transformed from an anonymous also-ran for bargain hunters
and rental fleets into one of the best and best-looking midsize family sedans. Ty Pennington
would be proud. Opting for an LX with the automatic transmission gets you alloy wheels, cruise
control and the availability of the Convenience package, which consists of an eight-way power
driver seat and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. The EX Turbo gets a more powerful engine,
bigger brakes and a different grille design. The SX is also turbocharged but has a sport-tuned
suspension, inch wheels, xenon headlights, LED taillights, a rear lip spoiler, unique bumper
designs, steering-wheel paddle shifters and an upgraded trip computer. The Optima Hybrid is
equipped similarly to the EX, though it has unique inch wheels and cloth upholstery. The Hybrid
is the only Optima that comes with Kia's new Uvo electronics interface system. The Technology
package offered for all trims except the manual-equipped LX adds a rearview camera, a
navigation system, an eight-speaker Infinity sound system and, on the LX, dual-zone climate
control and rear air vents. The Premium package for the EX and SX adds a panoramic sunroof, a
four-way power passenger seat, driver seat memory, heated and ventilated front seats, and
heated rear seats. The Hybrid's Premium Technology package effectively combines those two
packages and also includes inch wheels, xenon headlights, leather seating and the
auto-dimming review mirror. A six-speed manual is standard on the LX Manual, while a
six-speed automatic is standard on all other Optimas. In California-emissions states, the Optima
has a Super Ultra Low Emissions rating versus Ultra-Low elsewhere resulting in a lower power
output of hp and lb-ft. We tested a Sonata SX and clocked a quick mph time of 6. The Kia
Optima Hybrid is powered by a 2. Combined, the two power units are good for peak hp and lb-ft
of torque. A six-speed automatic is again standard. In Edmunds performance testing, the
Optima Hybrid accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 8. However, in extensive real-world testing,
we've found the Hybrid often struggles to match those numbers. The Kia Optima comes
standard with four-wheel antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, side airbags, side
curtain airbags and hill start assist. A rearview camera is optional. In government crash tests,
the Optima earned a top five-star rating for overall safety performance, with five stars awarded
for both frontal and side-impact tests. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety has similarly
awarded its top "Good" rating to the Optima for its performance in frontal-offset and
side-impact tests. In Edmunds brake testing, an Optima EX came to a stop from 60 mph in feet -a good performance. The Kia Optima has a composed ride that's comfortable without being
isolating. The same can't be said of the steering -- it's pretty numb -- but at least it has firmer,
more responsive weighting than its more comfort-tuned Sonata cousin. Overall handling for the
Optima is hardly memorable, but it's certainly pleasant and better than average for the segment.
Both of the regular four-cylinder engines are impressive. They produce best-in-class power and
are paired with responsive and smooth-shifting transmissions. The truly impressive fuel
economy is an ample slab of icing on the cake. Less impressive is the Optima Hybrid. Its
electric motor makes accelerating from a dead stop a smooth affair, and at highway cruising
speeds the electric motor can aid quick bursts of acceleration that makes the engine almost feel
turbocharged. However, in low-speed driving or quickly changing traffic conditions, the Hybrid
shudders and lurches while deciding which gear it wants. It is similarly unpredictable under
braking. The Kia Optima's cabin has a vaguely Audi look to it, which isn't surprising since its
designer used to work for the German luxury carmaker. While its quality isn't up to the

standards of Audi, the abundance of soft-touch materials, precise switchgear and pleasingly
grained plastics make this one of the nicest interiors in its class. Cover up the Kia badge and
your passengers are likely to think you're driving a European car. Unique to the Hybrid is a
special gauge cluster that displays, among other things, hybrid power flow and overall driving
style efficiency. Also special to the Hybrid is Kia's new Uvo electronics interface system -- the
regular Optima doesn't get it until Utilizing the same technology as Ford's Sync system, Uvo
provides voice control of cell phones and MP3 players as well as other services such as
turn-by-turn navigation. In our limited testing of Uvo, we found it to work quite well. The Optima
has a fairly spacious cabin with comfortable seats and a solid amount of legroom front and rear.
Headroom particularly in back is a bit tight due to the car's rakish, coupelike roof line. Taller
folks should definitely think twice about the optional panoramic sunroof, as it significantly
decreases headroom further. The Optima has Because of its battery pack, the Hybrid drops to 9.
Available styles include EX 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Kia Optima. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Kia lease specials Check out Kia Optima lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Can be tight on headroom disappointing real-world fuel economy and driving
experience for hybrid numb steering. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Great
car for anyone with realistic expectations. I'm always interested to see how people react to
things. Some people drive this car and see it for what it is: a great value and a really good car.
And then there are those to say that it's not a good car because they have driven, owned, or
dreampt of better. You'll see plenty of those reviews here and other places. The reality is that
this car is great for the money, offers a huge range of features, has a warranty that should allay
any fears about the uknown, and, finally, it looks hot. It's not a perfect car, true. The wide c-pillar
creates a blind spot, the engine isn't V6 smooth, and it's true that the seats aren't the best. But
nits aside, this is a seriously good car. Read less. I have been test driving the Sonata and
Optima. Optima looks like an Infiniti or Audi and offers features the Sonata doesn't like hill start
assist and dual exhaust on all trims. I am leaning towards the Optima and I really want to buy a
manual trans, but Kia decided, in a truly bizarre move, to not allow you to get cruise control with
the manual trans. Otherwise the car is excellent. Very good acceleration and you can't hear the
valve train noise like you can on the Sonata which is nice. Also seems like the suspension is
more upscale than the Sonata. No options allowed or a turbo with a manual trans?? Traded in
my 03 Rio last week This car meets and beats my expectations. The power of a six cylinder with
the efficiency of four, this thing is a beast on the road, whether trying to pass or just have fun. I
have the SX turbo with luxury package. Corners are incredible, and the ride is MUCH smoother
than i expected based on other comments what, were you driving through feathers before??
The interior is incredibly elegant, with attention on the driver, and the panoramic roof, wow.
Bumper to bumper, this car will have you feeling much richer than you actually are. Went with
the KIA hybrid. Bought the car and immediately drove to Las Vegas from Phoenix in July. The
air conditioned seats were very much appreciated. Gas mileage turned out to be precisely as
advertised. Around town mileage is between 35 and The ride is excellent on the highway and
good in town. I chose this car over the Fusion and the Sonata. The Sonatas I drove pulled to the
right. See all reviews of the Used Kia Optima. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Optima. Sign Up. More stars mean safer cars. Learn about crash
test ratings. Combines Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. The frontal
barrier test simulates a head-on collision between two similar vehicles, each moving at 35 mph.
The Side Barrier test simulates an intersection collision between a standing vehicle and moving
barrier at The Side Pole Barrier test simulates a crash into a fixed object like a tree or utility
pole. The Rollover Resistance test measures the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle,
loss-of-control scenario. Learn about safety technology. This is a record of safety issues for
vehicles of this year, make, model and trim. The vehicle identification number tells you if your

car is affected. Learn about our recall process. Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car
seats or other equipment. We review every problem as we work to keep our roads safe. Report a
safety problem. Every vehicle has a unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs
to be repaired as part of a recall. Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the
manufacturer conducting the recall. Skip to main content. United States Department of
Transportation. Report a Problem. Toggle navigation Homepage. Look up another vehicle
Vehicle Comparison Tool. Compare safety information. Search Vehicles Vehicle Comparison
Tool. Safety Ratings. Learn about crash test ratings Combines Driver and Passenger star
ratings into a single frontal rating. Learn about our recall process Have a safety problem?
Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN. Search by VIN. Recently Searched. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Serra Auto Park's pre-auction inventory offers the consumer
the ability to buy a vehicle at pre-auction pricing. All vehicles displayed pre-auction are sold
AS-IS. The term AS-IS means that there is absolutely NO expressed or implied warranty of
condition or fitness for a particular purpose. This applies to both the mechanical and cosmetic
condition of the AS-IS vehicles. The purchaser of an AS-IS vehicle will pay all costs for any
repairs. Serra Auto Park assumes no responsibility for any repairs, regardless of any verbal
statements made about any vehicle in the pre-auction inventory section. Buy Here Pay Here
also available. Home Delivery Available. LX trim, Spicy Red exterior and Beige interior. This
family-owned group of dealers was originally founded in Las Vegas back in , and has been
dedicated to serving Nevada drivers ever since. When you visit our Subaru dealership in Las
Vegas, NV, you'll find an incredible selection of new Subaru models for sale and exceptional
customer service to match. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please
confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Local Home
Delivery: If you buy a vehicle, over the phone, email, text. E-Contract We will deliver the vehicle
to your home or a place of your choosing. Good, Bad, No Credit and 2nd Chance are approved.
Just give us a call or fill out loan application We will call you less than 45 mins with the
approval. Once you've chosen your next car, our team of financing experts are trained to sort
through various auto loans in order to help you find the right one for your needs. We also work
with all Credit Unions in the local area. Right off route Best of all the price you see is the price
you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Looking for a clean, well-cared for Kia Optima? This is it. Start enjoying more time in your
new ride and less time at the gas station with this Kia Optima. The incredibly low mileage and
painstaking upkeep on this Kia Optima makes it a once-in-a-lifetime deal that won't last long!
Call us today to reserve your test drive! Intricately stitched leather and ergonomic design seats
are among the details in which test drivers say that Kia Optima SX is in a league of its own
Altogether, the Optima is one of the sportiest-feeling mid-size sedans in its base configuration,
while the Turbo model promises the acceleration and responsiveness of rival V6 models but

with true 4-cylinder fuel economy mpg city and 34 highway, by EPA estimates. It fits Kia's
tradition of packing more features and value into their vehicles at the same price as
lesser-equipped rival models while actually forging a beautiful new design direction. Also,
resale value for the new Optima is looking strong. ALG, which supplies residual value data to
the auto industry, has significantly raised its residuals for the Optima compared to last year's
model-indicating confidence that the new Optima will be worth much more come trade-in time.
Kia also still has one of the strongest warranties in the business. Click for more information,
Call to set up an appointment, or better yet, come on down to Lexus of Cerritos and get behind
the wheel and test drive it today! Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state
or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease.
That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think
you should be able to get the right car at the right price without worrying about fees taking the
joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless
Delivery process designed to keep you safe. To ensure we do both, we price our cars very
competitively. Because of this commitment to you, our cars sell very quickly. Please call or
email us today to ensure availability. Powered by a TurboCharged 2. Our Front Wheel Drive
delivers up to 34mpg on the open road while shining brightly with an aggressive stance and
unique wheels. Inside our SX, you are welcomed by comfortable seating with driver memory, a
great audio system, plenty of power accessories and much more. Our Kia Optima SX takes the
traditional midsize sedan in a whole new direction and offers a long list of standard safety
features you will appreciate. Print this page and call us Now Just ask. We'll be happy to answer
any questions. It's worth the call or email. Fully serviced in our award winning West Hills Auto
Plex service department. All our cars go through a rigorous service inspection that rivals the
Manufacturer Certified Program. You can be confident that every used car we sell will be trouble
free and reliable! This Kia Optima has a 2. Just the right size to accommodate all your needs. It
has room for passengers and plenty of trunk space. The leather seats are soft and supportive
on the vehicle. The Kia Optima exudes confidence with its fine maroon finish. If you have a
quick question about this unit, don't hesitate to call. Beige Cloth. We strive to offer truly
exceptional sales and service for all vehicles and all vintages. Looking for a new, used, or
certified, Hyundai? Bad Credit, No Credit, No problem! Stop in today for a test drive and to go
over your options! Sale pricing includes all Hyundai rebates and incentives applicable to
everyone. Additional Dealer Exclusive savings may be available. See dealer for details. All
prices, specifications and availability are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right
to modify this quote to correct arithmetic errors. Incentive and pricing programs are subject to
change by Hyundai without notice. Vehicle contained in this quote is subject to availability. See
carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for
financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. Some fees are location
specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles
may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24
hours. Look good and feel great in our Kia Optima LX in Spicy Red offers you a well-built,
well-equipped family sedan you will look forward to driving daily! Powered by a 2. This Front
Wheel Drive Sedan helps you score nearly 35mpg out on the open road. Outside our Optima,
admire the bold wheels, black signature grille, and sleek lines that all help you stand out from
the crowd! Take a seat in our LX cabin and you will notice the comfort that surrounds you. Our
Kia not only sports great looks and comforts but it also shows off in the safety department!
Offering ABS, traction control, airbags throughout, stability control, and much more! Get behind
the wheel of this Optima LX today! Fully Serviced!!! Loaded Up!!! Great Condition!!! Please
don't hesitate to call with any questions or for a personal walk around of this vehicle. At
Sarchione Ford Our pricing philosophy is simple We believe that by putting our very best
bottom line price on every vehicle, it eliminates any unnecessary hassling during your
automotive shopping experience. Come see the difference! Our family has been in the
automotive industry for almost years, and that says a lot about our reputation. Sarchione Auto
Group although puts every effort forward to make sure of accuracy of listings. Despite our
efforts to provide useful and accurate information regarding our vehicles, errors may appear
from time to time. Please confirm with us any details that are important to your purchasing
decision such as vehicle options and price. We want you to be satisfied. Well Maintained Local
Trade!!! Fully Loaded!!! Great Buy!!! Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and
costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine Type Gas 4, Hybrid Drivetrain Front
Wheel Drive 4, Cylinders 4 cylinde
yahama classic

2003 gt mustang

1999 oldsmobile eighty eight ls

rs 4, 6 cylinders 4. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with
recent price drops. No accidents. Price Drop. Check Availability. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out
of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Great car for anyone with realistic expectations. I'm
always interested to see how people react to things. Some people drive this car and see it for
what it is: a great value and a really good car. And then there are those to say that it's not a
good car because they have driven, owned, or dreampt of better. You'll see plenty of those
reviews here and other places. The reality is that this car is great for the money, offers a huge
range of features, has a warranty that should allay any fears about the uknown, and, finally, it
looks hot. It's not a perfect car, true. The wide c-pillar creates a blind spot, the engine isn't V6
smooth, and it's true that the seats aren't the best. But nits aside, this is a seriously good car.
Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

